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Abstract. This paper presents the architecture and implementation of the 
EOS

2
 failure-masking framework for composite Web Services. EOS

2
 is 

based on the recently proposed notion of interaction contracts (IC), and 
provides exactly-once execution semantics for general, arbitrarily 
distributed Web Services in the presence of message losses and 
component crashes without requiring explicit coding effort by the 
application programmer. The EOS

2
 implementation masks failures by 

adding a recovery layer to popular Web technology products: (i) the 
server-side script language PHP run on Apache Web server, and (ii) 
Internet browsers like IE to deliver recovery guarantees to the end-user. 

1   Introduction 

A growing number of Internet businesses deliver mission-critical applications (stock 

trading, auctions, etc.) to their customers as Web Services. These applications 

comprise heterogeneous components distributed over multiple layers. They pose 

strong requirements for service and consistent data availability from both legal and 

business standpoints. Since many systems count many millions of lines of code, some 

bugs pass quality assurance undetected which leads to unpredictable service outages 

at some point.  

Recovery in transactional systems guarantees: i) that an operation sequence 

declared as a transaction is executed atomically (i.e., either completely or not at all 

when interrupted by a failure) and ii) that completed transactions persist all further 

failures. Atomicity and persistence do not suffice to guarantee correct behavior of the 

applications. It is the application program that needs to handle timeouts and other 

exceptions, retries failed requests to servers, handles message losses, and prepares 

itself with a full suite of failure-handling code. 

Incorrect failure handling in applications often leads to incomplete or to 

unintentional non-idempotent request executions. This happens because many 

applications that are stateful by nature, i.e., with a state remembered between 

consecutive interactions, are rendered stateless, where all interactions are independent 

for easier manageability. Consequently, timeouts and resent messages among 

application servers or Web Services may lead to unintended duplication effects such 

as delivering two tickets for a single-ticket purchase request, resulting in severe 
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customer irritation and business losses. The standard solution in the TP and DBMS 

world requires all state information of the application to be managed in the database 

or in transactional queues [5, 16], but this entails a specific programming discipline 

that is often viewed as an unnatural burden by application developers. 

The interaction contract (IC) framework [3] provides a generic solution by means 

of integrated data, process, and message recovery. It masks failures, and allows 

programmers to concentrate on the application logic, greatly simplifying and speeding 

up application development. A challenge in implementing this kind of comprehensive 

multi-tier application recovery is to minimize the overhead of synchronous disk writes 

forced by the recoverability criteria. 

This paper presents the Exactly-Once Web Service platform EOS
2
 for composite 

Web Services with recovery guarantees. EOS
2
 is a major advancement over its 

predecessor EOS, described in [3, 18], and differs significantly from this earlier work. 

EOS
2
 is able to replay arbitrarily structured n-tier PHP applications with interleaved 

accesses to shared data, whereas EOS was limited to two-tier applications with a 

frontend browser and a single PHP backend node accessed without race conditions.  

1.1   Related Work 

Recovery for general systems of communicating processes has been extensively 

studied in the fault-tolerance community (e.g., [13, 20, 9, 1, 10]), where the main 

focus has been to avoid losing too much work in long-running computations (e.g., 

scientific applications), usually using distributed checkpointing. Most of this work 

does not mask failures. Methods that do mask failures exploit “pessimistic logging” 

(see, e.g., [12]), with forced log I/Os at both sender and receiver on every message 

exchange. Techniques that are even more expensive, such as process checkpointing 

(i.e., writing process state to disk) upon every interaction, were used in the fault-

tolerant systems of the early eighties [4, 6, 14]. Thus, failure masking has been 

considered a luxury affordable only by mission-critical applications (e.g., stock 

exchanges). An exactly-once execution protocol limited to three-tier Web Services 

with stateless mid-tier servers has been developed by [11] as opposed to our solution 

for n-tier systems with arbitrarily distributed stateful and stateless components. The 

need for new recovery techniques has also been raised by [8], although the failure 

masking and OS crashes are not considered. 

1.2   Review of Interaction Contracts  

The framework considers a set of interacting components of three different types. 

(i) Persistent components (Pcom), e.g., clients and application servers, are able to 

recreate their state and messages as of the time of the last external interaction upon 

crashes, and eliminate duplicates; (ii) Transactional components (Tcom), e.g., 

database servers, provide the same guarantees only for the final interaction (commit 

request/reply); (iii) eXternal components (Xcom) without any recovery guarantees 

represent human users and legacy components that do not comply with the 

framework. 



The Pcom is a central concept of the framework. Pcom’s are assumed to be 

piecewise deterministic, i.e., their execution is deterministic up to nondeterministic 

input that is under control of other Xcom’s, Pcom’s, or Tcom’s. A Pcom’s state as of 

any particular time can be recreated via deterministic replay of the recovery log where 

the nondeterminism of the original execution is captured. 

The exactly-once execution in the overall system is guaranteed when components 

obey the obligations defined in the IC's. Interactions (messages being passed from the 

receiver to the sender) between two Pcom’s must comply with either the Committed 
IC (CIC) or the Immediately Committed IC (ICIC). Pcom’s and Tcom’s exchange 

messages using the Transactional IC (TIC). Xcom’s are allowed to communicate only 

with Pcom’s as determined by the External IC (XIC). The definitions of the CIC and 

the ICIC follow. Please see the original literature for details on the XIC and the TIC. 

The sender part of the CIC consists of the following obligations. The sender 

promises: (s1) that its state as of the time of the message send or later is persistent; 

(s2a) to send the message repeatedly (driven by timeouts) until receiver releases it 

(perhaps implicitly) from this obligation; (s2b) to resend the message upon explicit 

receiver request until the receiver releases it from this obligation; (s3) that its 

messages have unique identifiers, e.g., message sequence numbers (MSN). 
The receiver promises: (r1) to eliminate duplicate messages (which sender may 

send to satisfy s2a); (r2a) that before releasing sender obligation S2a, its state as of 

the time of message receive or later is persistent without periodical resend by the 

sender; (r2b) that before releasing the sender from obligation S2b, its state as of the 

time of the message receive or later is persistent without the sender assistance. 

After S2a release, the receiver must explicitly request the message from the sender; 

the interaction is stable, i.e., it persists (via recovery if needed) over subsequent 

crashes with the same state transition as originally. After s2b release, the interaction is 

installed, i.e., the sender and the receiver can both recover autonomously. 

The Immediately Committed IC is a CIC where the receiver immediately installs 

the interaction (usually by adding the complete message to the stable log), such that 

the sender is released from the obligation s2a without entering the obligation s2b. 

1.3   Contribution 

This paper shows how to efficiently implement the IC framework in an open-source 

environment for composite Web Services with stateful components. The EOS
2
 

software enhances Web browsers and PHP [17] engines running server-side scripts 

with IC's and their strong recovery guarantees. In this setting, all components (e.g., 

application servers or Web Services) are potentially stateful, maintaining session state 

that spans multiple interactions among components. Efficiently masking failures in 

this advanced setting is a distinctive feature of the work presented here.  

EOS
2
 masks all transient failures like OS and component crashes and message 

losses to the application program, thus greatly relieving the programmer from writing 

exception handling code. EOS
2
 server part is implemented on multithreaded Apache 

1.3.20 within PHP 4.0.6 for Windows. It comprises less than 10,000 lines of C code 

including modifications to the PHP Zend engine, its Apache API, and the PHP session 

module along with ca. 500 lines of JavaScript code for browser recovery. 



2   Persistent Browser 

There are two major design goals of EOS enhancements to the browser. The first is to 

improve the user experience by saving as much of her input across a failure (such as a 

browser crash or Web Service unavailability) as possible. This avoids the need for 

annoying repetition of long inputs, which may happen with lengthy forms such as e-

government applications (tax declarations, visa applications, etc.) and e-business 

applications (e.g., insurance and credit approval requests). This is the task of the XIC 

implementation for the browser. The second is to guarantee to the end-user that all 

requests are executed exactly once, which is the task of the CIC stub of the browser. 

Browser recovery is implemented for Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE), using 

JavaScript. The server adds the browser logging and recovery code as the last step of 

output processing. Original server scripts do not have to be changed. Logging is done 

by modifying a so-called XML store, an XML structure managed by IE on the client’s 

disk similarly to persistent cookies. An XML store can keep up to 640 KB per HTTP 

session determined by the server name, which is sufficient, since we are going to keep 

just one copy of an HTML tree occupying typically less than 50 KB. The XML store 

feature is provided by IE as part of its default persistence behavior called “userData 
Behavior”. The recovery code inserted by the server contains an invisible user-

defined HTML element <sdk:logger id=pagestate style="behavior:url 
(#default#userData);"> with attached userData behavior. The XML object associated 

with the XML store can be accessed through a simple interface {get,set}Attribute or 

using the XML DOM that is natively supported by IE as well. When we need to force 

the XML store with the logging information to disk we call pagestate. 
save(XMLStoreName). For recovery, the content of the XML store is fetched by 

invoking pagestate.load (XMLStoreName).  Since we had no access to the browser 

source code, we require the user to revisit the greeting page (e.g., http://servername/) 

of the Web Service manually after a crash, in order to have her session restored 

automatically. 

3   Persistent PHP  

PHP is a widely used scripting language for Web applications [17]; it is used with 

more than 50% of the Apache installations [2]. The PHP implementation is an open-

source project consisting of many PHP modules and the Zend engine implementing 

the language interpreter [22]. PHP includes a session module for maintaining the PHP 
application state across subsequent HTTP requests. The session module supports 

various methods of storing the session state (e.g., in the file system, shared memory, 

central database, etc.). The state of a PHP application may be private (e.g., a shopping 

cart) or shared, concurrently accessed by multiple users (e.g., the highest bid in an 

electronic auction). PHP typically uses a cookie to propagate the session (state) id to 

the Web browser. 

The session support is activated either explicitly by calling the function 

session_start somewhere in the script or it is started automatically, if appropriately 

configured, prior to executing the PHP code for the given request. The session module 



reads the state associated with the session id provided with the request from the 

session storage and makes it accessible to the PHP script as the session array. When 

the request does not contain a session id cookie, the session module generates a new 

session id and creates an empty session array. The PHP script may update the session 

array by changing or deleting the existing entries or by adding new ones. The new 

state is made available for subsequent requests by either calling the function 

session_write_close or implicitly when the script terminates.  

PHP offers several options to interact with (potentially PHP-enabled) Web 
services. One of the most popular and elegant methods provides the CURL module 

that allows PHP applications to access remote HTTP and many other resources in a 

uniform fashion. The complexity of the protocols is hidden behind a very simple 

interface that keeps the coding effort at minimum. This functionality is implemented 

by the CURL library for C developed as an open-source project [19]. Some Web 

Services are invoked via SOAP, the Simple Object Access Protocol layered on top of 

HTTP. When SOAP is involved, we would pass a SOAP message as a POST 

parameter. Note that by the EOS
2
 implementation of a CIC for CURL and Session 

modules of PHP, recovery guarantees are provided at the HTTP layer. Thus, higher-

level applications including PHP script libraries for SOAP and other protocols over 

HTTP are relieved from dealing with system errors at all. 

3.1   EOS-PHP  

EOS-PHP is the major part of our prototype for transparent Web Service recovery. It 

can serve as both an HTTP server and a middle-tier HTTP client at the same time. It 

transparently implements the (I)CIC stubs for incoming and outgoing HTTP 

interactions with other PHP applications and Web browsers. EOS-PHP is geared to 

provide the recovery guarantees for stateful PHP applications. The log is provided as 

a universal storage for log entries and the session state data. Log access is accelerated 

by LRU buffers. In addition, EOS-PHP delivers basic concurrency control in the form 

of latches. 

When considering a single PHP Zend engine, we can distinguish three relevant 

system layers from the logging perspective. We observe HTTP requests at the highest 

level L2, individual PHP language statements at the middle level L1, and finally I/O 

calls to external resources such as the file system and TCP sockets (level L0). EOS-

PHP does not support interactions with the file system, i.e., the PHP file system 

functions. Instead, EOS-PHP efficiently manages persistent application states stored 

as session variables. EOS-PHP does not deal with the PHP socket interface. Instead, 

EOS-PHP supports recoverable HTTP interactions through the CURL module. The 

purpose of this subsection is to describe HTTP request processing by EOS-PHP and 

logging that is necessary for correct PHP application recovery. 

A request execution by EOS-PHP breaks down into the following stages: client 

identification (Stage 1), URI recovery (Stage 2 for browsers only), reply resend 

(Stage 3), request execution (Stage 4), output processing (Stage 5). Note that Stages 2 

and 3 are EOS-PHP operations needed for browser recovery. Prior to the request 

execution, a shared activity latch is obtained for the duration of the request execution. 



It prevents the garbage collection mechanism that uses this latch in the exclusive 

mode from physical reorganization of the log file. 

Stage 1: Client Identification. During request startup, EOS-PHP identifies the 

client id information submitted as cookies. If this information is missing the client is 

assigned a new id and is redirected to the first session URI (browsers only). A 

business-to-business (B2B) component (i.e., another EOS-PHP node for composite 

Web Services) autonomously generates its id by concatenating its host name and TCP 

listen port (socket) number. Note that this does not incur any nondeterminism since 

the listen port number is fixed, and uniquely identifies a server application on the 

given host. Web servers typically listen to port 80. A Web application reachable 

through the URI http://eosphp.com/ would introduce itself as “eosphp.com:80” when 

calling other Web services.   

The following Stages 2, 3, and the state initialization part of Stage 4 are initiated 

on behalf of the function session_start. The request thread acquires an exclusive log 

latch because all these operations have to be performed atomically. 
Stage 2: URI Recovery. Interactive clients (i.e., those whose user agent field 

submitted with the request header information is different from EOS_CURL) need an 

additional stage for assisting in recovering the last message sent to the EOS-PHP 

engine. EOS-PHP checks if the current URI coincides with the URI that started the 

session (i.e., the greeting page URI). If this is the case, we know that this is an 

interactive client revisiting the greeting page to restore the interrupted session. An 

empty page containing solely client recovery code is sent back to the browser without 

incrementing the MSN cookie. The volatile cookie uri_recovery is set to true. 

Stage 3: Reply Message Resend. The log is consulted through the request 

message id lookup in the volatile input message lookup table (IMLT) in order to 

determine if the HTTP reply is already present. An IMLT table entry has the form 

(client id, MSN, reply LSN) where LSN is a log sequence number. In the positive case, 

the HTTP reply is served right away and the current request is terminated. When the 

uri_recovery cookie is provided, the server knows that the browser is solely restoring 

the message URI in the address bar without the need for message resend. To save the 

network latency, the server responds again with an empty HTML page with the 

browser recovery code. The cookie uri_recovery is set to false. When the IMLT 

contains an entry for the request with the reply LSN being invalid, EOS-PHP is 

dealing with a request message resend: this thread is paused until the reply LSN is set, 

and the reply can be served. 

When the current request is not a duplicate, it is not terminated by this stage. It is 

important that we hold an exclusive latch for the log at least until the request is 

registered in the IMLT during the next stage, in order to prevent two identical 

messages (resends) from being handled both as original requests. 

Stage 4: Request Execution. The request execution starts with fetching the PHP 

application state through the state buffer. The state buffer is latched in the shared 

mode to find the proper application state. If the entry for the current PHP application 

state could not be found (i.e., the request initializes a new PHP session), the request 

upgrades the state buffer latch to the exclusive mode and inserts a newly created 

empty state into the state buffer. At this point, the PHP application has a valid state. A 

new LSN is generated, and EOS-PHP adds an initial log entry to the log buffer that 

contains PHP representation of the HTTP request and the translated PHP file path. (In 



fact, a PHP script may depend on more than mere HTTP parameters, e.g., when it 

uses OS shell environment variables or Apache configuration parameters that change 

over time. An administrator should mark these variables for logging in the PHP 

configuration). An entry is also added to the IMLT containing the client id, the MSN 

of the message (both as submitted by the client cookies), and an invalid LSN. At this 

point, the request thread latches the PHP application state in the shared or exclusive 

mode (as specified in the enhanced PHP function session_start that now accepts a 

Boolean flag $read_only as an optional argument) and releases the exclusive log latch 

as well as the shared state buffer latch. In contrast to the original PHP, the ability to 

access the application state in the shared mode is an appropriate response to the fact 

that the load of e-commerce sites is dominated by read-only catalog browsing 

requests. The application state remains latched until the script calls the function 

session_close replacing the original PHP function session_write_close to avoid 

irritation. If the request has been declared as a write by calling session_start(false), 

the application state is stamped with the request LSN for redo optimization before the 

state latch is released. 

The information logged during Stage 4 would suffice for deterministic replay of 

the HTTP request log entries one after another using the high-level routine 

zend_execute_scripts, if we had not to deal with nondeterministic calls throughout 

request execution. Nondeterministic calls generate further log entries. Since EOS-

PHP currently can only replay HTTP requests sequentially as opposed to an arbitrary 

interleaving of PHP statements issued on behalf of distinct HTTP requests, we need to 

be able to find the needed log entry quickly. Thus, we link each entry in the log buffer 

to its successor using the next_php pointer of the buffer cell as depicted in Fig. 1.. 

Each PHP-level log entry includes the LSN of its predecessor in the next_php chain, 

such that the next_php chain can be restored during recovery. We use a last_php 

pointer to keep track of script-internal nondeterminism. At the beginning of the 

request execution last_php refers to the very first (HTTP-level) log entry whose 

next_php field is NULL. The log is consulted upon every statement call that requires 

logging. If there is a successor of last_php, we deal with a replay and EOS-PHP 

assigns last_php→next_php to last_php and returns the logged return value without 

executing the statement. If there is no successor of the previously checked entry 

last_php, EOS-PHP either operates normally or completes request execution during 

the redo phase, and a new PHP level log entry is added to the log buffer. It is 

connected to the next_php chain and becomes new last_php. The new PHP log entry 

contains the LSN of the previous last_php that is used during analysis pass to restore 

the next_php chain. Note that log entries of different requests interleave in the log 

when they use shared latches or an updating request calls session_close before its 

completion. 

1. HTTP 2. PHP 3. HTTP 4. PHP 5. PHP

next_php next_php

next_php

…1. HTTP 2. PHP 3. HTTP 4. PHP 5. PHP

next_php

…

last_php

last_php

1. HTTP 2. PHP 3. HTTP 4. PHP 5. PHP

next_php next_php

next_php

…1. HTTP 2. PHP 3. HTTP 4. PHP 5. PHP

next_php

…

last_php

last_php

Fig. 1. Log buffer organization. 



We are aware that we would not have to deal with the next_php chain, if we 

implemented logging with PHP statement granularity. However, a finer-grained 

logging is more difficult to implement because different thread contexts (consisting of 

hierarchical function stacks each) would have to be recreated and applied when 

replaying individual PHP actions (local and global variable accesses). On the other 

hand, the simpler recovery is, the more trust we have in its correctness. 

Nondeterministic functions treated by EOS-PHP include system clock reads (e.g., 

time() returning the current time, random value generators such as rand(min, max) 
generating a random number in the interval between min and max, and last but not 

least curl_exec returning output of a different Web Service. The routines asking for 

the system clock and random values are not only interesting because of their potential 

direct usage in a PHP script, but also because their C prototypes (i.e., the underlying 

implementation in C) are used as input for generating PHP session ids that are 

pairwise distinct with a high probability. This avoids a potential bottleneck of having 

a single node in a Web farm assign sequence numbers as session ids to all clients. 

The C prototype of the function curl_exec($handle) implements the CIC 

transparently. One part of it is implementing periodic resend. The original code 

reporting failures to the user is replaced by a loop repeating requests on timeouts until 

the underlying libcurl function curl_easy_perform returns the success return code. 

When curl_easy_perform needs to be retried, we use a new copy of the previous 

CURL handle containing the same URI and the other original request settings while 

destroying the old one. Otherwise, libcurl would try to recycle its existing sockets, 

which saves resources. However, the socket that timed out is likely to belong to a 

dead TCP connection and therefore should not be used for retry to avoid blocking. 

Stage 5: HTTP Output Processing. When the execution of the request is finished, 

EOS-PHP updates the reply LSN field of the request entry in the IMLT. In the current 

prototype solution, the log entries with HTTP output do not require immediate log 

forcing, since these messages are recreated during deterministic replay. In fact, for 

curl_exec requests EOS-PHP does not even create a log entry with the content of the 

outgoing message, just the reply is logged to resolve recovery dependency. The point 

is that EOS-PHP is able to send out the HTTP reply messages prior to forcing them to 

stable log. Therefore, EOS-PHP can lazily force output messages (from several KB to 

several MB) that are orders of magnitude larger than preceding log entries of the same 

request whose sizes range from less than 256 bytes to some KB.  

In addition, the browser recovery code that is always cached in the main memory is 

inserted into original HTTP replies to interactive clients between the opening tag 

<html> and the successor opening tag that is typically <head>. This does not have to 

be logged of course. 

3.2   Implementation and Efficiency Issues 

Since curl_exec incurs sending a request message to a different EOS-PHP Web 

Service, we need to keep track of when the CIC interaction is installed by this 

counterpart, such that we can move on with the garbage collection at our own 

discretion. This is done via the volatile output message lookup table (OMLT) 
containing the URI invoked, our MSN, and the current CIC status. We currently 



assume that all PHP scripts belonging to the same Web Application are stored in the 
same Web server directory. In a B2B Web application we assume that a reply to 

calling /auctions/bid.php on behalf of one end-user and /auctions/search.php on 

behalf of another user stems from the same EOS-PHP instance. Thus, we store only 

URI paths without script file names in the OMLT. 

In terms of a CIC, we need to answer the question of when we have to force the log 

other than for LRU buffer management. EOS-PHP communication with the outside 

world is currently limited to returning HTTP replies and sending CURL requests. 

Thus, the log is forced prior to sending out these messages to capture the 

nondeterministic interleaving. Since we log an entire HTTP request, we implemented 

only ICIC for EOS-PHP. When a reply arrives to an EOS-PHP CURL client, it can 

mark the interaction as cic_installed in its OMLT. Furthermore periodic resend of the 

curl_exec request message is stopped. 

Now we need to remove unneeded IMLT and OMLT entries. When we deal with a 

request from a single-threaded browser, we know that as part of its XIC obligation, it 

has already installed all previous server replies. Thus, we can drop all entries 

stemming from the same client with MSN’s lower than we see in the current request. 

Note that there are no OMLT records for browsers because we record only outgoing 

requests, but no replies. When we see a request from a multi-threaded B2B client with 

a particular MSN, it is not even guaranteed that we have already processed its 

previous requests. Thus, each B2B client includes into each request to a URI an 

additional cookie containing an installed-MSN with the following property: there is no 

OMLT entry with the same URI and MSN less than this installed-MSN whose CIC 

status differs from cic_installed. Thus, the B2B server is able to drop all entries for 

the given B2B client in its IMLT with MSN less or equal to installed-MSN of the 

B2B client. In turn, the B2B client can drop the OMLT entries with the B2B URI and 

the MSN less or equal to installed-MSN.  

To implement this efficiently, we organize the OMLT as a hash table that maps 

URI’s to the interaction lists containing (MSN, CIC status) pairs. When the function 

curl_exec is called, it finds the proper list associated with the URI being called, 

traverses the list while remembering the maximum installed MSN seen so far until it 

finds the first pair belonging to an uninstalled interaction. This pair becomes a new 

head of the interaction list for the given URI, whereas the other traversed pairs are 

garbage collected. The new interaction with the CIC status unknown is appended to 

the end of the shortened list. The maximum installed MSN will be inserted as a 

cookie installed-MSN into the HTTP request built by curl_exec. The IMLT is 

implemented similar to a PHP two-dimensional array indexed by client id and MSN 

with the LSN of the corresponding HTTP reply as the content, i.e., as a hash table that 

is used to find by client id the hash table mapping HTTP request MSN’s to HTTP 

reply LSN’s. For reply recovery in Stage 3, we perform a simple lookup IMLT[clien 

id][msn]. For garbage collection when a new request arrives (Stage 4), we find a 

pointer to the hash table mapping request MSN’s to reply LSN’s as referred to by 

IMLT[client id]. Then we traverse this hash table as a list in the ascending MSN order 

(buckets in a Zend hash table are linked together as in Java and C# implementations) 

and throw away all entries with MSN less or equal to the submitted cookie installed-
MSN. 



4   Experiments 

To evaluate the run-time overhead of EOS-PHP, we performed measurements with 

Apache/1.3.20 and PHP/4.0.6 running on two PC’s each with a 3 GHz Intel Pentium 

IV processor and 1 GB main memory under Windows XP. The call structure of the 

evaluated application is shown in Fig. 2. The load on the frontend Web server was 

generated by the synthetic HTTP request generator Apache JMeter/2.0.3. The 

generator simulated conversations of n steps without involving human user 

interactions. Think times were not simulated. Both servers deploy the same PHP 

script that calls the nondeterministic function time() and reads the current application 

state, then increments a private state variable and a shared state variable on the 

backend server. The frontend server replies with a complete HTML page containing 

the shared and private count values, returning the HTML page to the load generator. 

In the following two experiments, we compare the three-tier system of two servers 

run by the original PHP engine against the equivalent system run by EOS-PHP. 

Table 1 shows the total elapsed time, between the first request and the last reply as 

seen by the client, and the CPU time on the frontend and backend servers for n = 1, 5, 
10 steps, comparing the original PHP engine to EOS-PHP. The original PHP manages 

each session in a separate file. Changes to the session variables are made quasi 

persistent by the original PHP because the session file is written without being forced 

to disk. The function _close(int filehandle) called by the original PHP engine at the 

request end does not incur synchronous I/O on Windows. The response time overhead 

of 135-152% results also from the fact that the original PHP sends the reply before the 

disk write, the latter being performed during the request shutdown. The CPU time 

overhead on the frontend server is lower than on the backend server by a factor of 

approximately two due to the file (de)allocation activity of the original PHP when 

starting new sessions and terminating the old ones, whereas a single file is used all the 

time on the backend server. Nevertheless, we need to mention that the cost for forced 

I/O’s dominates the overhead because inserting the function _commit before the call 

to _close in an additional test made the overhead shrink to less than 20%. 
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Fig. 2. Test application in the experiments 



We also performed multi-user measurements by replicating the HTTP request 

driver on five different machines generating requests to the frontend server. Table 2 

shows the measured average response and CPU times in terms of the simulated n-step 

user sessions. The figures show that the response time overhead decreases in 

comparison to the one client measurement because concurrency becomes a more 

significant factor. Although the original PHP does not need concurrency control, the 

Apache Web server manages a number of shared data structures that are protected by 

internally implemented semaphores and mutex locks that increasingly suffer access 

contention. The overhead on the frontend server is larger than on the backend server 

due to a higher contention on the log latch which protects two synchronous log writes: 

one before calling curl_exec and another one prior to sending the output to the client.  

The cost for the recovery guarantees is less than factor of two, which is an 

acceptable overhead. The price is worthwhile given the increased dependability and 

gained ease of programming. 

5   Conclusion 

The major accomplishment of this paper is the transparent integration of the IC 

support with real-world Web products: Internet Explorer and Zend's server-side 

scripting engine for the PHP language. Our prototype EOS
2
 allows deploying 

arbitrarily distributed PHP application with the exactly-once execution guarantee. It is 

able to deterministically replay concurrent, interleaved requests operating on shared 

Table 1. One-client experiment 

 Sessions 1 step  5 steps 10 steps 

PHP elapsed [sec] 0.0480 0.2200 0.4500 

EOS-PHP elapsed [sec] 0.1130 0.5550 1.1000 

Overhead [%] 135% 152% 144% 

PHP frontend CPU [sec] 0.0240 0.1625 0.3455 

EOS-PHP frontend CPU [sec] 0.0305 0.2125 0.4636 

Overhead [%] 27% 31% 34% 

PHP backend CPU [sec] 0.0050 0.0300 0.0700 

EOS-PHP backend CPU [sec] 0.0090 0.0550 0.1200 

Overhead [%] 80% 83% 71% 

Table 2. Five-clients experiment 

Session 1 step 5 steps 10 steps 

PHP elapsed [sec] 0.1560 0.7900 1.6100 

EOS-PHP elapsed [sec] 0.3140 1.6850 3.1000 

Overhead [%] 101% 113% 93% 

PHP frontend CPU [sec] 0.0390 0.2708 0.5727 

EOS-PHP frontend CPU [sec] 0.0815 0.6000 1.1545 

Overhead [%] 109% 122% 102% 

PHP backend CPU [sec] 0.0090 0.0550 0.1200 

EOS-PHP backend CPU [sec] 0.0130 0.0750 0.1600 

Overhead [%] 44% 36% 33% 



application states. Developers are relieved from writing explicit code handling system 

failures. Experiments show that the rigorous end-to-end recovery guarantees are 

provided with acceptable overhead.  

Performance of EOS-PHP can be improved by deeper integration of the log and 

recovery managers with the Zend engine, which would allow replaying the log at the 

PHP statement level. This would make the analysis pass in the current solution 

obsolete, and make the redo pass simpler. Moreover, such a solution would allow 

creating installation points in midst of request execution, which would accelerate 

replaying lengthy scripts during redo. Providing a distributed concurrency control 

protocol for PHP would be another interesting direction to pursue in future work. 
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